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Teaching is more than just a job. It's a call. It's an ever-surprising blend of exhausting hard work and incredible success, both big and small. The most effective teacher is in it for more than just salary. They maintain their energy levels by focusing on why they got into teaching in the first place. Here are seven main reasons why you should
join the ranks and find your own classroom. Yellow Dog Productions/Getty Images It's almost impossible to get bored or stagnant with challenging jobs like teaching. Your brain is constantly engaged in creative ways as you work to solve many everyday problems that you have never faced before. Teachers are lifelong learners who enjoy
the opportunity to grow and develop. In addition, the innocent enthusiasm of your students will keep you young because they remind you to smile through even the most frustrating moments. Anyone who enters teaching solely for a windy schedule or carefree lifestyle will be instantly disappointed. However, there are some benefits to
working in school. For one thing, if your kids go to school in the same district, you'll all have the same day off. Also, you will have about two months off per year for the summer holidays. Or if you work in the district all year round, the holidays will spread throughout the year. After all, it's more than two weeks of paid vacations given out in
most corporate jobs. The greatest asset you bring to class every day is your own unique personality. Sometimes in cubicle life, there is a need to blend in and tighten your personality. However, teachers really should use their individual gifts to inspire, lead, and motivate their students. And when the job gets tough, sometimes it's just your
sense of humor that can make you move forward with any sanity. The world will always need a teacher. If you're willing to work hard in all kinds of environments, you'll find that you can always get a job – even as a new teacher. Learn your trades, earn your credentials, become tenured, and you can breathe a sigh of relief knowing that you
have a job you can rely on for decades to come. Most teachers feel encouraged and lifted by the little joy that accompanies working with children. You'll appreciate the funny things they say, the silly things they do, the questions they ask, and the stories they write. I have a box of mementos that students have given me over the years —
birthday cards, pictures, and small tokens of their affection. Hugs, smiles, and laughter will keep you going and remind you of You became a teacher in the first place. Every day when you go in front of your students, you never know what you are going to say or do that will leave a lasting impression on your students. We can all remember
something positive (or negative) that one of our elementary school teachers told us or the classroom —something that stuck in our minds and told us our point of view for years. When you bring the full power of you you and expertise into the classroom, you can't help but inspire your students and shape their young and impressive minds.
This is a sacred belief that we give as teachers, and certainly one of the benefits of the work. Peathegee Inc/Getty Images The majority of teachers enter the education profession because they want to make a difference in the world and its communities. It is a noble and valiant goal that you should always keep at the forefront of your mind.
No matter the challenges you face in class, your work really has positive consequences for your students, their families, and the future. Give your best to each student and watch them grow. This is truly the greatest gift of all. Edited By: Janelle Cox We've all seen teachers portrayed in movies, leading students to greatness and inspiring
some of the brightest minds there are to change the world. This is nothing new, the film has been portraying teachers for decades. The 1939 film, based on the book by James Hilton, established the stock character of a private school teacher. Mr. Chipping was a sweet, somewhat confused old-fashioned teacher at an elite boys' school
who learned about human emotions only the end of life and who, despite his apparent devotion to his students and to his school, was backwards rather than progressive. How does this relate to today? Modern private school teachers, on the other hand, must combine Mr. Chipping's apparent loyalty and devotion with a constant
willingness to embrace the best part of the new technology and curriculum. Here are some qualities that make private school teachers good: As private school placement experts Cornelia and Jim Iredell of Independent School Placements suggest, the best candidates, and teachers, in private schools have experience working in the
classroom. Private schools differ from public schools in some important ways, however, including smaller class sizes and private school culture, which often encourage teachers to get to know their students very well. While a good teacher is a good teacher no matter what the arrangements are, it often helps teachers to have experience
before leading classes in private schools. For example, starting a teacher can often work as an assistant or apprentice teacher for a while before becoming a head teacher. Private schools often have a highly engaged parent body, and a teacher can get used to the curricular demands and body characteristics of parents of many private
schools as assistants before becoming a head teacher. However, what is unique to private schools is the fact that many teachers do not have to be certified to teach. In contrast, private schools place high scores on teacher experiences outside the classroom, including professional careers. Learning from those who have lived lives brings
a whole new dynamic class experience. For example, Cheshire Academy, a boarding school in Connecticut, has physics classes taught an engineer working on the first MRI machine and building a camera for the International Space Station. A truly excellent private school teacher should embrace change and innovation. For example,
many private schools are constantly changing their curriculum to be more responsive to the needs of current students and to the future demands that will be placed on students in college. Many private schools have adapted new technologies, such as iPads in the classroom. Effective use of this new technology to improve student learning
not only involves having it but also often professional development becomes really proficient. In addition, students themselves are fast adapters and users of new technologies that teachers and other faculty — such as private school librarians — must become converging with their world. In addition, many private schools are becoming
more aware of how to help all students, provide students with psychological assistance and help with learning differences or learning disabilities. Although teachers may not always be trained in this field, they should know how to recognize when students need help and connect students with professionals who can help them, such as
psychologists or learning specialists, in their schools. Some things never change. While teachers should be experts in their area and embrace technology, the magic part of giving knowledge is letting students get to know you as teachers care about them and their learning. Small class sizes in most private schools mean that teachers can
really connect with their students and get to know them as students and students. Whenever I talk to students about their teacher, it is remarkable that they most often comment on whether the teacher seems to like them. While adults sometimes think that personal connections are secondary to being good teachers or subject matter
experts, children are completely attuned to whether teachers seem to care about them. If a student feels as if a teacher is by his side, there is a great length that he will visit with respect to mastering the material. Ultimately, Mr. Chipping has a lot to teach us about what makes a good private school teacher, as his clear devotion to and
love his students carry him through. Updated by Stacy Jagodowski Last Updated on December 18, 2020 Weeknights is wild. There are hobby meetings, sporting events, date nights, late night work calls, children's bath time, premiere TV shows (of course), and there are also ... Dinner? Trying to cram in to make a recipe, have dinner (let
alone enjoy a meal) and clean the kitchen in less than an hour always seems like it will take some sort of divine intervention. Well, let me introduce you to power pressure, a.k.a. game changer. Power pressure cookers make it an impossible possibility. You can make a healthy and balanced meal in less than an hour from start to finish.
Even decadent dishes such as boiled short ribs or whole foods such as salmon salmon potatoes and broccoli can be enjoyed from start to finish with a week's wind. Is there anything easier than throwing your whole food in one pot and letting the pot do the job? I can't think of anything. It's as if you're significantly improving your existing
kitchen staples, crockpot. Here are some of my favorite power pressure cooker recipes to get dinner on the table under pressure:1. Ramen SoupFor nights when all you need is a big hug, ramen is the perfect dish! High anti-inflammatory ingredients such as fresh ginger, garlic and spinach soup 20 minutes is good for you in every way.
This quick ramen is balanced with lean protein from chicken and poached eggs, starch from noodles, and salty broth that makes you crave more! To hit this recipe even more nutritiously, try doubling the carrots and spinach for extra vitamin power.~ Check out the recipe here!2. 4 minutes Salmon, Broccoli and PotatoesWhat's better than a
very balanced meal in just 4 minutes? I can't think of anything! This amazing fatty fish blends so well with superfood broccoli and potato starch that you won't believe it's done any time soon! Salmon is a great source of Omega-3 fatty acids (aka fish oil) that help the heart, skin, joints, GI channels, and more!~ Check out the recipe here!3.
Beef GyrosA warm ribbon wrapped around newly made gyros, toppings, and even Tzatziki sauce, oh my! This recipe changes from fridge to plate in less than an hour with only 15 minutes of preparation time! When making Tzatziki sauce, be sure to take plain Greek Yogurt. This yogurt is naturally higher in protein, adding other nutritional
benefits to this great dish! You can also opt for whole wheat ribbons to add some extra fiber too!~ Check out the recipe here!4. Boiled Shrimp This recipe is perfect for summer beach nights, classic shrimp poached recipes that you don't need to spend all day preparing! This recipe is a finger food that is fun to the maximum! It tastes
delicious, satisfying and tastes best when served on a picnic table. To take this recipe to the next level, adjust the proportions of vegetables with protein. By increasing corn and reducing the amount of Andouille sausages, you can reduce total sodium and calories while increasing fiber and vitamins!~ Check out the recipe here!5. Mexican
Quinoa The perfect one-pot meal with fiber, protein, and lots of flavor! It's a vegetarian and meat lover's dream! Quinoa is the perfect substitute for white rice in this classic recipe while praising nuts for making protein-filled dishes. Plus the addition of all those vegetables creates a food that explodes with flavor. Overcome this Mexican
quinoa with fresh avocado to round it off with Check out the recipe here!6. Lo MeinThis Lo Mein will trample on the greasy, take-out wishes you have without the usual guilt! It is not very often, you can replace a bowl of sinful take-outs with something so delicious and easy to make in This Lo Mein is in less than 15 minutes from start to
finish. It was faster than it took for the delivery person to show up at the door!~ See recipe here!7. Whole Rotisserie ChickenEveryone knows that the secret to cooking batches is to have whole chicken cooked for use in various ways throughout the week! This recipe makes the most moist rotisserie chicken that can be used as is, for
tacos, for soups, and for sandwiches all week! Tip: save the bones and the rest to make amazing chicken stocks to hand! Cooking stocks longer and at lower temperatures will create a delicious bone broth rich in vitamins, minerals and proteins.~ Check out the recipe here!8. Chicken soup and lentilsThis is the most convenient soup
around! Rich in protein, fiber and B vitamins, this soup will satisfy all your cravings! It also couldn't be easier to eat a rushed work day, all you have to do is cut and let your power pressure cooker do the job! In just 30 minutes, you'll have a warm-up soup that the whole family can enjoy!~ Check out the recipe here!9. Vegan Quinoa Burrito
BowlsIs anyone out there who doesn't enjoy a good burrito bowl? This vegetable bowl is the perfect one-pot meal that's easy to customize! From vegans to meat lovers, everyone will enjoy this easy, fiber-rich bowl. Add any topping you please to make a burrito bowl that is just as good as the restaurant!~ See the recipe here!10. Rice and
Beans A classic rice and bean dish is a staple for a variety of reasons. It's full of perfectly touted protein, great texture and balanced seasoning. Now, you can make a balanced meal of this stuffing in less than an hour! No more pre-soaking those nuts! This perfectly spiced balanced meal will make everyone fight for another bowl! ~ See
the recipe here!11. Summer Quinoa SaladYour fresh berries in season made for this quick salad! Bring this nutrient dense salad to the party or serve it as a light summer dinner to have everyone ask for the recipe! Quinoa, fruit, vegetables and legumes create a very balanced dish with all food groups. You can top this salad with cooked
chicken breast or leave it as it is to meet everyone's needs!~ Check out the recipe here!12. Minestrone Soup Minestrone's quick soup and full vegetables make it perfect for any dinner! It is rich in Vitamin C, antioxidants and Vitamin A making it the perfect dinner for the whole family! Tip: Use whole wheat noodles to increase the fiber and
B vitamins of this delicious dish!~ Check out the recipe here!13. Lemon Garlic ChickenCreate your protein and side dishes at the same time as the flavorful chicken you will love Family! In less than an hour, you can have a beautiful and balanced plate with vegetables and protein. This flavorful lemon garlic chicken will give you the protein
and excitement to season any plate!~ Check out the recipe here!14. Chicken FajitasQuick, an easy dish and very little dirty used to make this that will rival even your favorite Mexican restaurants! Feel free to top this up with whatever you want but be sure to include fresh avocado for lumps of vitamins and minerals. Tip: If you enjoy sour
cream in your fajitas, opt for plain Greek yogurt that is higher in protein, lower in calories, and just as delicious!~ Check out the recipe here!15. Coconut Chicken Curry A big bowl of coconut chicken curry over rice is what dreams are made of! This bright, flavorful dish is full of vegetables and protein without drying! What can usually take a
few hours, make this colorful dish in just 30 minutes with your power pressure cooker!~ Check out the recipe here!16. Cashew ChickenThis classic take-out can be on your plate in just 20 minutes but you can pretend you took hours to make it when everyone asked for a recipe! You can double the green peppers to increase the
vegetables without sacrificing any flavor. Serve this classic brown rice for added fiber and minerals.~ Check out the recipe here!17. MeatloafMeatloaf has been a staple menu since sliced bread but never did it only take 20 minutes to make! This recipe includes meatloaf and sides to create a one-pot dream. Perfect to serve after a long
working day, this dish is an entertaining staple. And don't be fooled by the short cooking time, this meatloaf is the best of both worlds - it's juicy and quick to make!~ Check out the recipe here! Apart from its obvious roots in the crockpot concept, power pressure cooker foods are perfect for being much healthier. Without the need for fatty
sauces to create flavor and prevent dryness, power pressure cookers use the heat generated by water to cook food. This leads to more flavors without dryness and leaner food overall. Power pressure cookers are the answer for anyone struggling for a healthy and balanced meal with a crazy Sunday night schedule. It can really do it all.
You won't be disappointed and you'll feel great after enjoying a healthy and balanced meal while easily juggling all the activities you enjoy! Featured photo credit: Unsplash via unsplash.com unsplash.com
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